
Reliance Damages In Halachah
For thy servant became surety for the lad unto my father, saying, If I bring him not unto thee, then I 
shall bear the blame to my father for ever.1

Yehudah's guarantee of his brother Binyamin's return to their father Ya'akov is one of the sources the 
Gemara adduces for the principle that a cosigner (arev) of a loan is responsible for its repayment,2 and 
while the Gemara's discussion of the principle is mostly limited to an actual cosigner, who by his 
assurance to the lender induces him to lend money and thereby potentially incur a loss should the 
borrower default, the poskim generalize the doctrine to other situations where someone's assurance 
induces another to take some action that can potentially result in loss. This article explores some of the 
classic cases they discuss, and the parameters of the doctrine they establish.

An Agent's Failure To Execute His Commission

Some poskim maintain that an agent who fails to execute his commission, such as the purchase of some 
merchandise for his principal which the latter expects to resell at a profit, is automatically responsible 
for any loss of expected profit his principal thereby incurs (insofar as the execution of his commission 
is entirely within his control).3

Refusal To Accept An Item Purchased By An Agent On One's Behalf

One who instructs an agent to lay out money to purchase something on his behalf must compensate the 
agent for the funds he has expended and may not refuse to accept the item;4 the primary halachic basis 
for this is the concept of arvus.5

Some, however, argue that the sin qua non of arvus is that the counterparty assumes some risk of loss, 
analogous to a lender who assumes the risk of default by the borrower. Since in our case, the agent 
assumes no risk (insofar as the merchandise he purchases is worth the money he spends on it, and 
particularly where he can easily recoup his cost by reselling the merchandise), arvus cannot apply.6

Zerok Maneh Le'Yam

In the archetypal scenario of arvus, the borrower benefits from the action the cosigner induces the 
lender to perform. Where no benefit accrues to any human being (in the classic formulation, “zerok 
maneh le'yam - throw a maneh into the sea [and I will compensate you]”), there is a dispute among the 
poskim over the applicability of the doctrine of arvus.7 While this specific scenario may not be all that 

1 Bereishis 44:32.
2 Bava Basra   173b  , and see Magen Shaul, cited below n. 11.
3 Chidushei Ha'Ritva [Ha'Chadashim] Bava Metzia 73b.; Shut. Chasam Sofer choshen mishpat siman   178 s.v.   Ha'nosen   

ma'os le'shlucho (cited in Nachalas Tzvi choshen mishpat siman 292); Nesivos Ha'Mishpat siman   176   se'if katan   31  ; 
siman   183   se'if katan   1  ; siman   304   se'if katan   2  ; siman   306   se'if katan   6  ; and cf. Drush Ve'Hidush of Rav Akiva Eger 
Bava Metzia 76b; Gidulei Shmuel ibid. beginning of perek 6; Shut. Even Shesiah choshen mishpat siman   89 s.v.   
Ve'hineh le'chorah efshar le'chayev.

4 Shut. Ha'Rashba   1:1006  ; Rema choshen mishpat 182:1 and 183:4.
5 The Rashba himself invokes arvus, and this is indeed how his position is understood by Shut. Beis Ya'akov   (Tzoizmir)   

siman   116  ; Ketzos Ha'Choshen siman   183   se'if katan   4  ; Nesivos Ha'Mishpat siman   182   se'if katan   3  ; Erech Shai 
choshen mishpat siman   182   se'if   1 s.v.   Ha'gahah lo yuchal lachzor  ; but cf. Bi'ur Ha'Gra siman 182 os 6.

6 Kesef Kadashim beginning of siman 182; Shut. Igros Moshe choshen mishpat chelek   1   siman   48  .
7 See Chidushei Ha'Ramban, Chidushei Ha'Rashba and Chidushei Ha'Ritva to Kidushin 8b; Ran ibid. (4b in Rif 

pagination); Rema even ha'ezer 30:11; Chelkas Me'chokek se'if katan 18; Beis Shmuel se'if katan 18; Avnei Miluim se'if 
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common, this dispute has ramifications throughout the halachic discussion of arvus, a couple of which 
follow.

A Customer Who Encourages A Reluctant Butcher To Slaughter His Cow

A butcher was reluctant to slaughter his cow due to the possibility of it turning out to be a treifah, and a 
customer persuaded him to do so by promising to compensate him in that eventuality. The cow did 
indeed turn out to be a treifah, and the customer reneged on his promise. The Rosh ruled that the 
customer is exempt,8 and the acharonim wonder why the doctrine of arvus does not apply.9

Some explain that this arrangement constitutes zerok maneh le'yam, as no one benefits when the cow 
turns out to be a treifah.10 Rav Mendel Ziv and Rav Shaul Katzenelbogen reject this approach, arguing 
that the exception of zerok maneh le'yam is limited to senseless, irrational actions, but not to normal 
business arrangements that entail risk. One proof R. Katzenelbogen adduces in support of this idea is 
the arvus of Yehudah to Ya'akov, as no one would have benefited from Binyamin's death.11 I do not 
understand this argument, however, as by Ya'akov's release of Binyamin, the brothers had already 
gained the ability to return to Yosef without fear of flouting his insistent demand to bring Binyamin 
along with them (at least in the case of a misfortune that would befall Binyamin after their return to 
Egypt, such as the one Yehudah believed was about to occur). In any event, it is difficult to reconcile 
this view with the preponderance of discussion of the poskim on this topic, which generally seems to 
assume that even normal business arrangements can be described as zerok maneh le'yam.

Shipped Merchandise Lost En Route

A borrower who instructs a lender to send him an animal he wishes to borrow is responsible for the loss 
of the animal en route.12 Some poskim understand the rationale for this obligation to be arvus: since the 
lender has released the animal from his control upon the borrower's request, the latter is responsible for 
any loss the former thereby incurs.13 The Erech Shai, however, maintains that the application of arvus 
to such a scenario depends upon the dispute over zerok maneh le'yam, since as long as the animal is en 
route, no one has yet received any benefit from it.14 In his Teshuras Shai, he argues similarly, in a case 
of a customer who directed a seller to ship merchandise (grapes) to him via rail, and (basically) some 
were lost, that holding the buyer liable based on the doctrine of arvus depends on the dispute over 
zerok maneh le'yam.15 The Divrei Malkiel, on the other hand, takes for granted that arvus is a valid 
basis to hold a customer liable for merchandise he orders that is stolen en route, although he seems to 
differentiate between where the payment is due immediately upon shipment, or only upon receipt.16

katan   13  ; Sefer Ha'Miknah   end of the   siman  ; Pischei Ezra   end of the   siman  ; Rema choshen mishpat 380:1; Nesivos 
Ha'Mishpat siman   340   se'if katan   14  ; siman   344   se'if katan   1  ; Emek Ha'Mishpat (Krach 2 - Hilchos Arvus) siman 33.

8 Shut. Ha'Rosh   66:9  , cited in Tur choshen mishpat siman 207 os 24.
9 Beis Yosef ibid. Cf. Minchas Pitim choshen mishpat siman   131   se'if   9  .
10 Hagahas Rav Ozer to choshen mishpat end of siman 207; Ketzos Ha'Choshen se'if katan 4; and cf. Pa'amonei Zahav 

end of the   siman   s.v.   Bh”t bs”s  .
11 Shut. Magen Shaul (Katzenelbogen: Yerushalayim 5749) siman 112.
12 Bava Metzia   98b-99a  .
13 See Chidushei Ha'Ran and Chidushei Ha'Ritva to Bava Metzia ibid.; Nesivos Ha'Mishpat siman   340   se'if katan   11  .
14 Erech Shai   beginning of   siman   121  .
15 Shut. Teshuras Shai   2:121  .
16 Shut. Divrei Malkiel   5:221  . There are numerous other halachic sources relevant to the basic question of the liability of a 

buyer for merchandise he directs the seller to ship that is lost en route; a full discussion of this topic is beyond the scope 
of this article.
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